CYCLING TIPS
PINELLAS
WELCOME TO
Pinellas County Volunteer AUXILIARY RANGER

Motorists
Be alert – watch for pedestrians and bicycles. Be extra careful at intersections. Obey all traffic laws – including speed limit and other road signs. Scan your surroundings – anticipate upcoming traffic situations. Signal your intentions before changing lanes or making a turn. Give cyclists 3 ft (minimum) when passing!

Pedestrians have the right of way in a crosswalk – take note of pedestrian or school crossing signs indicating a crosswalk is ahead. Take extra precautions before backing up. Never drink and drive! – designate a non-drinking driver before getting into a vehicle. Never text while driving – it's against the law! Also, no texting while walking, biking or skating.

Bicyclists
Wear a bicycle helmet. Check your bike – air pressure, brakes, chain, seat and handlebars. Ride on the right in the same direction as traffic. Obey all traffic controls. Wear light or brightly colored clothes. Yield to pedestrians. Never wear headphones while riding – it’s illegal and impairs your ability to hear traffic. Stay alert – be aware of traffic around you, and always keep a lookout for obstacles in your path. Look both ways for traffic before you enter any street or intersection. More than 70% of bicycle crashes occur at driveways or intersections.
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Pedestrian Crosswalk Safety
Florida drivers, STOP! Florida law requires vehicles yield to pedestrians. All pedestrians should exercise extreme caution at crosswalks and approaching motorists are required to follow these rules:
• Step before the crosswalk when a pedestrian is within or stepping into the crosswalk. Remain stopped until the pedestrian has safely reached the opposite side of the street.
• Motorists must stop for pedestrians attempting to cross at a marked black crossing and at intersections utilizing the Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB). At RRFB crosswalks, pedestrians and drivers should follow these simple rules:
  • At the crosswalk, yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian intending to cross the road.
  • Pedestrians should not attempt to cross the road until the RRFB is activated and motorists have come to a complete stop.
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